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VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT 

To establish an acknowledged department of academics excellence in the field of Electronics 

and .  

MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT 

To provide comprehensive technical education through the exposure of latest technologies providing 

the .  

I am glad to learn that “Electronics & Communication Engineering” department of 

“Poornima College of Engineering” is going to publish the XIII issue of “Poornima 

Electra”. Such newsletters provide an appropr iate medium of shar ing information 

and creative skills of students and faculty on relevant issues. It is imperative to inculcate 

inventive thoughts and proper vision among young generation for ensuring progress and 

development of the country. Twenty first century is an era of knowledge & skills and it 

provides unique opportunities and challenges for skilled and dedicated problem-solvers 

and engineers to perform and attain success. Innovative approaches in engineering sec-

tor are of vital importance to make a life worth living for our large growing population 

in next decade.  

I congratulate the editorial board for bringing out this newsletter and wish the 

students a grand success for their endeavors. 

“Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan”, “Jai Hind” 

I’m exhilarated to know that the Electronics & Communication Engineering Department 

of Poornima College of Engineering is enlightening its students of all the happenings in 

a nut-shell through their Odd Semester newsletter Poornima Electra for the session 2015

-2016. 

Gone are the times when having knowledge was enough to become a successful engi-

neer. Certain qualities were always in the wanted list of organizations throughout the 

world. But now a day, it’s not only the technical skills, but also interpersonal skills 

which are essentially demanded by industries. Skills like leadership, problem solving, 

management of resources, communications, creativity and innovations etc. have become 

building blocks of the organizations. It is not wrong to say that today’s ABC are atti-

tude, behavior and communication skills. 

I wish faculty and staff members of the department all the success and pray for their 

achievements in incorporating these attributes in their students to make them able to 

compete against the best in the world. 

  “Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan”, ” Jai Hind” 

Always try to prove that you are right, but Never attempt to prove that others are wrong. 
I am glad to convey my message through this newsletter“Poornima Electra” on the occasion of 

very special day of Gandhi and Shastri Jayanti 2nd Oct. 2015, to all faculties, staff and students of 

Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering. 
Dear Students, Dream big. If you do not dream big, you cannot achieve success. Your worry will 

never allow you to dream of a positive outcome of your efforts and it will result in loss of enthusi-

asm which is necessary to carry for your efforts to be successful. Big dreamt will make you trying 
new things that carry some element of risk. If you do not take some risk, you will certainly miss 

opportunities that life may offer and you will certainly fail to achieve your full potential. Do not 

forget that whatever you try to achieve is the goal of others too, with whom you have to compete. 

You have to get an edge over others so that you can outsmart them and emerge as a winner. 

Everything is possible if you are ready to take-up the responsibility with a positive frame of mind. 

If you succeed in your attempt, it will not only give you satisfaction, but will also encourage you 
to have such opportunity again. You are capable of much more than what you are doing at pre-

sent. Need is to explore yourself. 

A quotation for all my budding technocrats ….. 

"Never look down to test the ground before taking your next step; only he who keeps his eye fixed on the far horizon will 

find the right road."         – Dag Hammarskjöld 

Till next newsletter all the best! 

“Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan! Jai Hind” 

Dr. S. M. Seth 

Chairman, Poornima Foundation, 

Chairperson, Poornima University 

(Former Director, NIH, Roorkee) 

Sh. Shashikant Singhi

 

Dr. Om Prakash Sharma 

(Director, PCE) 
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“Take a limitation and turn it into an opportunity. Take an opportunity and turn it into an adventure by dreaming BIG!” 

With this dream our department is marching ahead with its transparent working systems, responsibilities at all level and 

execution of dreams. Our Students are stepping ahead each day leaving the footprints behind, which would lead their follow-

ers towards success & prosperity. During the academic year, Department of Electronics and Communication of Poornima 

College of Engineering has made remarkable progress with high peak aspiration and performance and will continue it in the 

upcoming years.  

And thus, with the leading steps I feel exuberant to announce the release of our newsletter ‘POORNIMA ELECTRA’ of 

our very own ECE department.  “Jai Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan”, “Jai Hind” 

“Characters cannot be developed in ease and quite. Only through experience of trial and suffering can the soul be strength-

ened; vision cleared; ambition inspired and success achieved.” 

I feel very fortunate to bring the odd semester newsletter, ’POORNIMA ELECTRA’ to you all in order to update you about 

the happenings around the Department. 

The rules on which our department works are the moving steps towards the complete grooming of a student, realizing their 

intellectual competitiveness which is vital to them in achieving the status of vibrant global leader in this high tech arena. 

The department also fulfills the interpersonal skills in student to showcase their knowledge outside, in this very competitive 

world.  

“Jai Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan”, “Jai Hind” 

Mr Amit Kr. Prajapati 

        (HOD, ECE) 

             

“The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step” 

That journey towards success and prosperity has already began years ago and that single step has been proceeding in the 

form of regular upgraded publishing of ‘POORNIMA ELECTRA’, newsletter of Department of ECE  of Poornima College 

of Engineering. 

An engineer is a social body carrying professional responsibility on his shoulders. Being an engineer it’s your duty to devel-

op and renovate the incomplete ideas lying in the surroundings. Let the world see the real hero not by your speeches or your 

thoughts, but by your abilities that would say it all. The world knows that you are capable of doing it so stand high ; it’s 

your turn to discover the same. 

It feels very fortunate to announce the arrival of our newsletter of department of ECE, ‘Poornima Electra’ with great wishes 

and hopes. 

At last I congratulate all students, Faculty & staff members of the department for their sincere effort in bringing out the news letter and wish them 

good luck for their future endeavours.   “Jai Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan”, “Jai Hind” 

  Mr Manish Singhal

    (Asst. Dean) 
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PEO 2. .   

PEO 3. The graduates shall be strong enough to face the challenges, cutthroat competition using the advanced technologies in the       
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(l)    The graduates will be able to visualize the use of electronics design using latest products and advanced technologies to  meet the    

.   

Mr Tarun Mishra 

      (Dy. HOD, ECE) 



ROW 1 (LEFT TO RIGHT)- DR. RAJESH PUROHIT,  

MANISH SINGHAL, AMIT KUMAR PRAJAPATI, DURGESH 

KUMAR. 

ROW 2 (LEFT TO RIGHT)- SMRITI SACHAN, KAVITA 

KUNTAL, SHIKHA SHARMA, SAKSHI BHATNAGAR, 

NEHA CHAUDHARY, NISHA ACHARYA, SARIKA MA-

THUR.    
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TARUN MISHRA. 

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS  & COMMUNICATION   

Department of electronics and communication has been making remarkable progress over the years. It has been a pride for ECE department that 

this year we have acquired total 72 placements in various companies in campus placements and many more off campus. Students are determined 

and give their best everyday to bring out the best outcomes. Our department not just support them but also help them to groom their interests and 

thinking procedures. Department conducts various workshops and special lectures as per required to clear the doubts of the ‘would be engineers’. 

As it is believed an engineer may or may not be a theoretical geek but should know all of its practical applications . Our department of ECE even 

conducts mock drives including aptitudes, placement activities, group discussions, special tutorials for the eligible or selected students and a lot 

more that consists of all the necessary and sure arrivals at the time of placements. 

Even the department work very hard on their raw engineers to polish their skills and make them fit to sit and face their personal interviews confi-

dently and effectively. Students are given an opportunity in the 6th semester to go for the training purposes according to their choices all around the 

country and let them experience themselves the hardships and perks of being a worker. They are also supposed to submit a proper report of what 

they have learnt and their experience. 

Not only this, even the great student bodies have been contributing equally in this by receiving the ‘outstanding’ titles back to back. Even this year 

our department is leading from the rest, as we have won six outstanding titles that is a clear ‘maximum awards at a time’ ever in the records. Even 

department of electronics and communication of PCE has received maximum awards and appreciation at the PGC level. We set a benchmark for 

others and this is what inspires us to work more and show our skills with more dedication, because appreciation is the medicine to hunger for us. 

Actions speak louder than the words, we know, and thus our actions has given us all that we desired and will be continuing to do the same in the 

future. Because an  old engineer can jump all types of energy bands to reach from one end to the other. 

            

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING 

MISSION 10X 
We have an innovative lab, which is upgraded by the Wipro’s Innovative Project that is 

“MISSION10X”. This provides a fruitful and good learning process to the students, thereby provid-

ing innovative teaching and learning process to both teacher and students. This lab has been there to 

provide students an effective environment to attain new things and convert the area to employable 

landscape. 

This is a student program conducted by experienced and senior faculties having following aims: 

1. Make the students well aware of the modern and advanced techniques, and impart knowledge to 

students, so that they can stand in this competitive environment. 

2. Teach the students through innovative methods so that they can learn easily and apply the same 

in the practical world. 

REGULARITIES OF MISSION 10X: 

1. The duration of lab is 2 hours and there are six batches. 

2. There are 80 students attending the regular lab sessions from both 3rd and 2nd year. 

3. The 2nd year students are taught ARM controller and also how to design embedded system like 

railway reservation, use of touch screen etc. 

4. The 3rd year students are taught about designing of digital circuits using VHDL and to implement 

digital logics on FPGA kit using software XILINX. 

5. The students are selected on the basis of an online exam both for 3rd and 2nd  year students. 

The regular sessions of MISSION10X takes place and students are indulged enthusiastically. This 

provides them the opportunity to learn and make themselves stand in this competitive environment. 

Neha Chaudhary & Vijendra  Kr. Patel (Asst. Prof.)  

TECHNICAL  

P-PROSKEP 
Technical P-PROSKEP (TPP), is the 

department which holds the sessions for 

students in the direction to frame their 

knowledge as well as skills. TPP takes 

the special lectures of the students on 

“How to prepare for technical and non-

technical exams”. Not only this, TPP 

makes the students to be enrolled in the 

activity of resume prepration. Students 

are also asked to prepare a write up and 

presentation on companies arrived in our 

campus. Also along with these, mock 

interview drive sessions also take place. 

The technical test on subject related to 

EC branch was organized on 5th Septem-

ber 2015, to inculcate technical skills in 

students. 



ACTIVITIES UNDER IETE (STUDENT CHAPTER)  
Institute of electronics and telecommunication engineers i.e. IETE organizes various activities in PCE at department level under the student forum 

chapter of IETE, to develop and discover the hidden skills of the upcoming engineers. This year the activities would be held under the faculty coor-

dinator Ms. Smriti Sachan and the student coordinators Shubham Methi (III year, ECE) and Vanya Sharma (III year, ECE). The first activity is the 

'Technical Essay Writing Competition' on the topic "CAN A BUSINESS GROW BIG WITHOUT BEING CORRUPT" which is supposed to be 

written on the spot by the participants. Another activity would be a 'Debate Competition' on the topic "PEOPLE HAVE BECOME OVERLY DE-

PENDENT ON TECHNOLOGY". Student members of IETE in the department would be participating to show up their talents and enhance their 

knowledge. 
Smriti Sachan (Asst. Prof.)  

            

STAR PERFOMERS (SESSION 2014-15) 
Name of Faculty  Designation Sub Name Star 

Amit Kumar Prajapati HOD  - -  

Tarun Mishra Dy. HOD  - -  

Amit Kumar Prajapati Assistant Professor Antenna & Wave Propagation ** 

Anchal Pokharna Assistant Professor Operating System * 

Ajmeet Singh Assistant Professor Electromagnetic Properties of Materials ** 

Deepak Sharma Assistant Professor Biomedical Instrumentation * 

Durgesh Kumar Assistant Professor Microwave Engg. -I * 

Gaurav Saxena Assistant Professor VLSI Design * 

Manisha Kumawat Assistant Professor Microwave Engg. -I ** 

Monika Surana Assistant Professor VLSI Design * 

Smriti Sachan Assistant Professor Digital Signal Processing * 

Tarun Mishra Assistant Professor Antenna & Wave Propagation * 

Uma Rajchandani Assistant Professor Digital Signal Processing * 

Shikha Shrivastava Assistant Professor Operating System * 

Vijendra Kumar Patel Assistant Professor Microwave Engg. -I & VLSI Design * 

Suresh Kumar Lohar  Tech. Asst. Wireless Communication Lab  - 

Sitaram Gurjar Tech. Asst.  Project Lab  - 

Hemant Kumar Tech. Asst.  Communication Lab  -  

Monika Tanwar Tech. Asst. Digital Electronics Lab  -  

Nidhi Tailor Tech. Asst. Electronic Device Lab - 

Narendra Kumar Mahawar Tech. Asst.  Electronic Engg. Design Lab  -  

Pawan Kumar Saini Tech. Asst.  Computer Lab -  

SOCIAL ACTIVITY -  HELPING HAND  
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering has organized a fund raising event under the social activity named “HELPING HAND”  

in order to help Akansha Saxena (Final Year EIC, PCE) as she is suffering from Blood Cancer. An amount of Rs. 10,300 was collected from the 

ECE Department. 
Saloni Pandey & Narayan Singh 

(III Year, C)  
Rajveer Marwal 

(Asst. Prof.)  

'Wrong' is one of those concepts that depends on witnesses.  -Scott Adams 

“Our problems are man-made, therefore they may be solved by man. No 

problem of human destiny is beyond human beings.” - John F. Kennedy 

http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/40540.html


            

QUALITY ENHANCEMENT IN ENGI-

NEERING EDUCATION (QEEE) 
The QEEE (Quality Enhancement in Engineering Education) Pilot 

Project was designed and implemented at IIT Madras. For the suc-

cessful execution of the QEEE, an MHRD committee setup in 

February 2013 under the chairmanship of Prof. Ashok Jhunjhun-

wala, IIT Madras. The objective of the QEEE suggests comprehen-

sive reforms to improve quality of engineering education being 

delivered to students across the country. It proposes intervention 

across 3 areas, Direct – to – Student (D2S), teacher training and 

policy changes.  

Poornima College of Engineering is connected with this program 

since its beginning under the guidance of Director, Dr. Om Prakash 

Sharma as Principal Advisor. All the activities are being coordinat-

ed by Mr. Deepak Agarwal (Associate Professor, Dept. CSE) with 

the help of Mr. Manish Kumar Jangid (System Administrator, 

QEEE).  QEEE Phase-IV has been started from 1st August 2015 at 

PCE. 9 courses have been opted in this phase including Solar DC 

(EE), Control Systems (EE), Basics of Design Elements (ME), 

Program Testing (CSE), Compiler Design (CSE), Fundamentals of 

Machine Learning (IT), Graphs and Strings (ECE), Fixture in 

Beams- Structural Mechanics (Civil) and Spoken English Course 

for Final Year Hindi Medium Students.  

In this phase, Three, 2-hour (total Six hour  in each course) live 

lectures and Fourteen Sessions of 2-Hour each in Spoken English 

will be delivered by the Professors of IIT. The Session of QEEE 

was conducted in which live classes in Data Structures & Algo-

rithms was taken by   Prof. G. Venkitesh , IITM and the Topic was 

Graphs and Strings. The classes were scheduled on 7th , 8th & 10th 

September 2015 at 10 am to 12 pm. 

 
Shikha Shrivastva (Asst. Prof.)  

WISE-POSTER PRESENTATION AND FOOD 

WITHOUT FIRE  
“Success is not the key to Happiness. Happiness is the key to Success. If 

you Love what you are doing, you will be Success-

ful…” 

A Poster Presentation and Food without Fire competi-

tion was organized by WISE coordinators on 22nd 

September 2015.   

A total of 12 teams participated in Poster Presentation 

Competition with team size of two members each. 

The whole event was conducted with great zeal and 

enthusiasm. Dr. Om Prakash Sharma, Director, PCE 

and Dr. Shuchi Dave, Chair Person, WISE were invited as special guest. Mr.  

Amol  Saxena, HOD, CSE and       Mr. Shivraj Sharma, HOD, EE  invited as 

judges. They judged all the teams on different criteria such as Creativity, 

Demonstration, Cleanliness and Discipline. Sonal Singh & Saloni Soni stood 1st 

and Rupal Dhoot & Richa Tongra stood 2nd.  

The activity was followed by another event “Food Without 

Fire”. The event started at 11:40 am and 20 teams participat-

ed. They were asked to redefine the dish. The time allotted 

for the event was 45 min. to each. The whole event was  man-

aged by the faculty and student coordinators. The participants 

were cheered by coordinators as well as the faculty members 

of department time to time. Till the end participants were 

found working with great energy. 

Mr. Rajiv David, Chief Procter, PCE and Dr. Shuchi Dave, Chair Person, 

WISE came as the Special Guest. Ms. Monika Surana and Ms. Shazia Haque 

were invited as judges and the participants were judged on the basis of criteria 

such as presentation and taste of their food items. Pooja Sain & Megha Pathak 

stood 1st, Chandni Mathur and Jigyasa Solanki stood 2nd. 

Smriti Sachan, Kavita Kuntal & Sweta Giri  (Asst. Prof.)  

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
 Inspirational Session  on “Time & Stress Management” taken by Dr . Kamlendra Tyagi, HOD, MPK Homeapthic Medical College, Jai-

pur on       29, July 2015. 

 Learning Beyond the Syllabus session on “Demonstration of Electronic Components” taken by Dr . Rajesh Purohit for  Third & Final 

year students on 20, July 2015. 

 3 sessions (8 hours) on “ Proteus Simulation Technique” were organized in view of Aarmon Tech. Institute for  III year  students on                     

19-21, August 2015. 

 A session conducted about Working in Defense Organization taken by Mr. Pravin Swami, Scientist, DRDO Orissa. 

 “Calculation of parameters and Inventers” of VLSI design Special Lecture taken by Ms. Sapna Khandelwal from MNIT on 10 September 2015. 

 Poornima Foundation Organized Debate competition on engineers day, 15th September-MANTHAN at Arbuda Convention Center PIET in 

which 3 teams are participated and secured 2nd (cash prize -3500/-), 3rd (cash prize -2100/-) ranks and Best Debater (cash prize -2100/-).  

 Poster Making and Food Without Fire competitions were conducted by WISE Team Mrs. Kavita Kuntal, Ms. Smir iti Sachan and Ms. 

Sweta Giri on 22, September 2015. 

PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES 
 Motivational Session taken by Mr. Shashikant Singhi, Director  General, PF regarding placement for  final year  students on 1, August 

2015. 

 3 Hours Communicative English Session taken by Dr. Rajesh Purohit for Infosys eligible students on 1, August 2015.  

 Mock Interviews has been conducted for eligible students at Department level. The panel consists of both Technical and HR Experts and each 

panel interviews eight students in a day. In a particular day two to three panel had run simultaneously in the month of August & September 2015. 

 Aptitude Session on Cubes, Dices, Coding-Decoding, Profit-Loss, Speed, Distance, Compound Interest, Time for Placement activity, taken by 

Mr. Ajay Swarnkar and Mr. Kuldeep Singh Rathore on 11 & 18, September 2015. 

 Hindi Medium Infosys eligible students par ticipated in Walk and Talk, situation based activity, framing the ser ies of sentences by a giv-

en word and different such activities to improve communication skills. 

 A session taken by Dr. Om Prakash Sharma, Director, PCE to motivate final year students regarding Prepration of Placement drives. 

 Various Mock Test conducted for  Final Year   students on par ticular  topics of  English,Quant & Aptitude.  

 Tips And Technique To Crack GATE -2016 Examination taken by Mr. Abul Aula Jasa and Mr. Gulshan Sinha (GATE Rankers) for  

Third & Final year students on 7, August 2015 . 

 A Special Lecture was conducted for Final Year students regarding Infosys interview in placement drives for basics of C & C++ Language by 

Ms. Shazia Haque on 22, August 2015. 

 162 students of final year participated in CII WEST 2016 WHEEBOX EMPLOYBLITY TEST on 26 August 2015. 

 Alumni Sessions taken by Mr. Sumit Gupta (2009 batch), Ms. Anubha Tiwar i, Bishal Roy, Uttpal Bhati, Avinash Topani, Abhinav Na-



BSNL TRAINING PROGRAM 
Employability Enhancement Training Program conducted by BSNL 

Employability Enhancement . Under this currently 22 students 

have undergone for platinum certificate of final year students & also these students certified with Silver & Gold Certificate s. The complete spec-

trum of telecom practical skill learning shall be covered by 7 certificate programs (as launched by BSNL training centers on 25 Feb 2013) that are 

based on dual mode of Learning: 

 a) Online content assimilation by students for their respective semesters, with adequate support of 

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) of BSNL through e-mail/online portal. 

 b) Practical hands-on exposure on the high end telecom operational equipments/systems to enable 

students for higher order domain/industry exposure through face to face contact sessions. 

Broadly, the learning of students shall be certified as below: 

1. BSNL Silver Certified Engineer: Successful completion of Digital Switching System, Transmission 

Switching System and Telecom Support Infrastructure certificate programs in fifth semester. 

2. BSNL Gold Certified Engineer: Successful completion of Broadband Technology and Optical Fibre Technology certificate programs in sixth 

semester. 

3. BSNL Platinum Certified Engineer: Successful completion of Mobile Communication and IP Networking and Security certificate programs in 

seventh semester.  

S. NO. NAME  PARTICIPATION/PRESENTATAION DATE VENUE 

1 
SHIKHA 

SHRIVASTAVA 

ATTENDED WORKSHOP ON DESIGN OF ALGO-

RITHM AT NATIONAL MISSION ON EDUCATION 

THROUGH CT-ISTE, IIT-K 

25-30 MAY 2015 PCE, JAIPUR 

2 AMIT SHARMA  

ATTENDED TWO DAYS WORKSHOP ON COM-

PRESSIVE SENSING AT DEPARTMENT OF ELEC-

TRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING 

12-13 SEPT. 2015 MNIT, JAIPUR 

3 
KAVITA 

KUNTAL 

PUBLISHED PAPER ON "THE NEXT GENERATION 

MOBILE COMMUNICATION"  
29 AUG. 2015 IJIET 

4 
MANISHA KU-

MAWAT  

ATTENDED TWO DAYS WORKSHOP ON COM-

PRESSIVE SENSING AT DEPARTMENT OF ELEC-

TRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING 

12-13 SEPT. 2015 MNIT, JAIPUR 

5   

PRESENTED PAPER ON “CHARACTERIZING IM-

PACTS OF MULTI-VT ROUTERS ON POWER AND 

RELIABILITY OF NETWORK-ON-CHIP”, IEEE  

EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 

CONTEMPORARY COMPUTING (IC3-2015)     

AUG. 2015 JIIT, NOIDA 

MANISH 

SINGHAL   
“EARLY STAGE DETECTION AND CLASSIFICA-

TION OF MELANOMA",IEEE INTERNATIONAL 

CONFERENCE ON COMMUNICATION CONTROL 

AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEM (CCIS-  2015) TO BE 

HELD 

NOV. 2015  
GLA UNIVERSITY, MA-

THURA  

6 
SHIKHA SHAR-

MA 

PRESENTED PAPER ON "ANNULAR RING 

SHAPED MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA FOR 

ISM BAND APPLICATIONS"IN IEEE INTERNA-

TIONAL  CONFERENCE ON COMPUTER COMMU-

NICATION AND CONTROL 

10-12 SEPT. 2015  

MEDI-CAPS GROUP OF 

INSTITUTIONS, INDORE, 

(M.P.) 

7 SMRITI SACHAN 

PUBLISHED PAPER ON "PERFORMANCE ANALY-

SIS IN CDMA SYSTEM UNDER DIFFERENT FAD-

ING CHANNEL" AT INTERNATIONAL CON-

FRENCE 

JUNE, 2015 RCEW, JAIPUR 

            

FACULTY PARTICIPATION 

Tarun Mishra (Asst. Prof.)  



STUDENT PARICIPATION 

                       

S. 

No.  
Name of Student Year Event Name Venue Prize/Participation 

1 Shubham Methi III B 

Study on Dynamic Characteristics with Differential 

Equations, National Conference on Advances in Mathe-

matical Sciences and Applications in Engineering & 

Technology, AMS-AET(2015)  

Poornima University,  

IJES, IJERT 
Paper Presented 

2 Vaibhav Mishra III B 

Study on Dynamic Characteristics with Differential 

Equations, National Conference on Advances in Mathe-

matical Sciences and Applications in Engineering & 

Technology, AMS-AET(2015)  

Poornima University,  

IJES, IJERT 
Paper Presented 

3 Shubham Methi III B National Workshop on Mathematical Modeling Poornima University Participation Certification 

4 Vaibhav Mishra III B National Workshop on Mathematical Modeling Poornima University Participation Certification 

5 Simran Rohilla III B National Workshop on Mathematical Modeling Poornima University Participation Certification 

6 Shubhangi Sharma III B National Workshop on Mathematical Modeling Poornima University Participation Certification 

7 Shubhi Saxena III B National Workshop on Mathematical Modeling Poornima University Participation Certification 

8 Vanya Sharma III B National Workshop on Mathematical Modeling Poornima University Participation Certification 

9 Vaibhav Mishra III B Junior Social Media Assistant PF, Jaipur Certification 

10 Vibhuti Vyas III B MANTHAN-2015, PF, Jaipur PIET, Jaipur Second Prize 

11 Deepika Prakash III A MANTHAN-2015, PF, Jaipur PIET, Jaipur Second Prize 

12 Jagriti Vijay II A MANTHAN-2015, PF, Jaipur PIET, Jaipur Third Prize 

13 Akansha Mittal  IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

14 Dakshya Singh IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

15 King Ram IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

16 Komal Jain  IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

17 Manish Jangid  IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

18 Meenal Agarwal IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

19 Monika Upadhyay  IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

20 Monika Vijay  IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

21 Neeral Singh  IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

22 Nikita Garg  IV A EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

23 Poorva Goyal  IV B EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

24 Rinku Kumawat  IV B EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

25 Shobhana Bhardwaj  IV B EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

26 Shubham Agrawal  IV B EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

27 Smriti Bharti  IV B EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

28 Varshita  Jain IV B EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

29 
Vishal Kumar 

Agrawal  
IV B EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

30 Yogendra Soni  IV B EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

31 Abhishek Kumar IV C EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

32 Ajit Kumawat  IV C EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

33 
Keshav Singh 

Rathore  
IV C EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 

34 Preksha Moondra  IV C EETP RTTC-JAIPUR Gold Certificate Course 



GOLD MEDAL 

S. NO. STUDENT NAME 
MARKS OB-

TAINED  
MM PERCENTAGE YEAR SESSION 

1 MANISH JANGID 1758 2000 87.9 III 
SESSION 

2014-15 

SILVER MEDAL 

1 MANAS NYATI 1689 2000 84.45 IV 

SESSION 

2014-15 

2 YASH KHANDELWAL 1713 2000 85.65 IV 

3 AYUSHI GUPTA 1691 2000 84.55 IV 

4 DAKSHYA SINGH 1645 2000 82.25 III 

5 NIHARIKA GUPTA 1711 2000 85.55 III 

6 PREKSHA MOONDRA 1623 2000 81.15 III 

1 MONIKA VIJAY 1666 2000 83.3 II 

SESSION 

2013-14 
2 POORVA GOYAL 1674 2000 83.7 II 

3 PREKSHA MOONDRA 1628 2000 81.4 II 

Outstanding Contribution 

Award 

BOYS 

KING RAM (IV YEAR) 

SHUBHAM AGARWAL (IV YEAR) 

SHUBHAM METHI (III YEAR) 

VAIBHAV MISHRA (III YEAR) 

GIRLS 

AYUSHI TIKKIWAL (IV YEAR) 

SIMRAN ROHILLA (III YEAR) 

OUTSTANDING HOSTELLER 

(GIRLS) 

PREKSHA MOONDRA 

Department Medalist  

Best Project Branch of 

EC, EE & EIC (B.Tech. 

IV Year Session (2014-15) 
Project Name:  Intelligent Automatic 

Home Lighting System With Person 

Counter and Password Protection  
(EC DEPT.) 

Team: VIVEK SONI, YASH  

KHANDELWAL, RAHUL KR. 

GUPTA, VIJAY CHOUDHARY  

Arun Chandra Singhi Me-

morial Best Student 

BOYS 

KING RAM (IV YEAR) 

Internshala Student Part-

ner & Entrepreneurship 

Development Cell, IIT-

Guwahati 

ANUSHREE JAIN (II YEAR) 

Best Debater MAN-

THAN-2015 

CAMPUS AMBASSADOR  

VAIBHAV MISHRA (III YEAR) 

Glimpse of the De-

partment  



ELECTRONICS & COMMU-

NICATION 
ECE, the combination of two major branches 

of engineering, Electronics and Telecommuni-

cation, is one of the largest and fastest grow-

ing sectors of the present industry. Electronics 

engineering distinguishes itself from other 

technical trades by the constant redefinition of 

its sphere of influence. This branch of engi-

neering help us to see, hear and communicate 

over vast distances, supervise production and 

manufacturing processes and oversee installa-

tion and maintenance of computers, periph-

erals and components. We work with equip-

ment that use extremely small amounts of 

power. The role of the electronics engineer is 

pivotal in realms ranging from the toy indus-

try to consumer electronics, from household 

articles to space/satellite communication. 

The course includes theory, design, fabrica-

tion, production, testing and manufacture of 

complex products and systems. We realize the 

requirement of equipment and components for 

major industries, including the medical, auto-

motive, robotic, computer and networking 

sectors. Further, the design of data processing 

systems for communication, including the 

defense requirements falls under our purview. 

Electronics & communication Engineering 

offers scope in the field of research, mobile 

communication, Microwave communication, 

robotics, defense, radio communication, TV 

broadcasting, telegraphy & telephony, VLSI 

design, DSP, nuclear science, wireless com-

munication and biotechnology. 

Sakshi  Bhatnagar 

   (Asst. Prof.) 

LEADERSHIP SKILLS 
Being a leader, you become responsible for guiding your staff in the right direction. To do that, the 

first step would be careful of your own actions. The staff would follow your guidance when you influ-

ence them positively and set an example for them. They are motivated more by your care and concern 

for them than by your attention to them. Here are some of the most common traits in the characteristic 

of leadership. 

Empathy: Creating a legitimate rappor t with your  staff makes it less likely that personal issues 

and resentment can creep in and derail the group. When your team knows that you are empathetic to 

their concerns, they will be more likely to work with you and share in your vision, rather than foster 

negative feelings. 

Consistency: Being a consistent leader  will gain you r espect and credibility, which is essential to 

getting buy-in from the group. By setting an example of fairness and credibility, the team will want to 

act the same way.  

Honesty: An another  character istic of leader ship that lends itself to credibility. Those who are 

honest, especially about concerns, make it far more likely that obstacles will be addressed rather than 

avoided. Honesty also allows for better assessment and growth.  

Direction: Having the vision to break out of the nor m and aim for  great things --then the where-

withal to set the steps necessary to get there-- is an essential characteristic of good leadership. By see-

ing what can be and managing the goals on how to get there, a good leader can create impressive 

change.  

Communication: Effective communication helps keep the team working on the r ight projects 

with the right attitude. If you communicate effectively about expectations, issues and advice, your 

staff will be more likely to react and meet your goals 

Flexibility: Not every problem demands the same solution. By being flexible to new ideas and        

open-minded enough to consider them, you increase the likelihood that you will find the best possible 

answer. You will set a good example for your team and reward good ideas.  

Conviction: A strong vision and the willingness to see it through is one of the most impor tant 

characterizes of leadership. The leader who believes in the mission and works toward it will be an 

inspiration and a resource to their followers.  

Being a senior level, people look up to you and are impacted directly by your decisions or actions. 

Following are situational leadership approach. 

S-1   DIRECTING   High directive and low supportive behaviour. 

S-2   COACHING    High directive and high supportive behaviour. 

S-3   SUPPORTING Low directive and high supportive behaviour. 

S-4   DELEGATING   Low directive and low supportive behaviour. 

Style descriptors of 4 situations are: 

S-1   DIRECTING    defining, planning, orienting, checking/monitoring, giving feedback. 

S-2   COACHING    exploring, explaining, redirecting, sharing feedback, encouraging, praising. 

S-3   SUPPORTING asking, reassuring, problem solving, encouraging feedback, appreciating. 

SOLAR ENERGY 
Every hour the sun beams onto Earth more than enough energy to satisfy global energy needs for an entire year. Solar energy is the technology used to 

harness the sun's energy and make it useable. Many people are familiar with so-called photovoltaic cells, or solar panels, found on things like space-

craft, rooftops, and handheld calculators. The cells are made of semiconductor materials like those found in computer chips. When sunlight hits the 

cells, it knocks electrons loose from their atoms. As the electrons flow through the cell, they generate electricity. On a much larger scale, solar thermal 

power plants employ various techniques to concentrate the sun's energy as a heat source. The heat is then used to boil water to drive a steam turbine 

that generates electricity in much the same fashion as coal and nuclear power plants, supplying electricity for thousands of people. In one technique, 

long troughs of U-shaped mirrors focus sunlight on a pipe of oil that runs through the middle. The hot oil then boils water for electricity generation. 

Another technique uses moveable mirrors to focus the sun's rays on a collector tower, where a receiver sits. Molten salt flowing through the receiver is 

heated to run a generator. Other solar technologies are passive. For example, big windows placed on the sunny side of a building allow sunlight to heat

-absorbent materials on the floor and walls. These surfaces then release the heat at night to keep the building warm. Similarly, absorbent plates on a 

roof can heat liquid in tubes that supply a house with hot water. Solar energy is lauded as an inexhaustible fuel source that is pollution and often noise 

free. The technology is also versatile. For example, solar cells generate energy for far-out places like satellites in Earth orbit and cabins deep in the 

Rocky Mountains as easily as they can power downtown buildings and futuristic cars. But solar energy doesn't work at night without a storage device 

such as a battery, and cloudy weather can make the technology unreliable during the day. Solar technologies are also very expensive and require a lot 

of land area to collect the sun's energy at rates useful to lots of people. Despite the drawbacks, solar energy use has surged at about 20 percent a year 

over the past 15 years, thanks to rapidly falling prices and gains in efficiency. Japan, Germany, and the United States are major markets for solar cells. 

With tax incentives, solar electricity can often pay for itself in five to ten years.            Deepak Sharma    

           (Asst. Prof.) 

FACULTY VISION 



“HELP POOR, HELP YOURSELF” 
No one is poor by birth. It is due to deeds which makes someone poor or rich. 

Today, In the 21st century where the world is rapidly growing but we are far 

behind due to our negative and bad thinking. Let me notify that we the human 

beings cannot take decision regarding ourselves then how can we take de-

cide who is rich? Who is poor? everything depends upon our perception, 

thinking, nothing more then that. Some person think that why to help poor, No 

one is poor on this earth then the answer for them is that ,"if you have little bit 

of humanity then understand their situation and compare yourself with them, 

you yourself realize  about the fact and you  get the answer. "So at last the 

conclusion is that it is not necessary that helping doesn't  means you have to 

donate everything without your interest. But the real thing is that you will 

really feel pleasant in helping those needy people. So helping 

poor means helping yourself and always tries to give an identity 

of a honest citizen. "If u take things positively then everything 

around becomes positively automatically." 

DIGITAL INDIA –POWER TO AN INDIAN 

CITIZEN, OPPORTUNITY FOR AN INDIAN 

ENGINEER 
In the era of “Hashtags” and “Shares”, the digital strength of a coun-

try has become, at least, a vertebra, if not the backbone, of a develop-

ing country like India. The Digital India project by our government is 

another shot in PM Modi’s vision to provide maximum control to the 

common citizen. A well thought and brilliantly planned initiative like 

this has the potential to contemplate all possible meanings of the 

word ‘e-governance’. Transparency in government activities, ease of 

interaction for the common citizen with the government and power to 

avail government service easily are some of the numerous advantages 

of the program. 

From a perspective of an engineering student, the Digital India pro-

ject is much more than what meets the eye. To understand this lets 

take the famous ‘Answer Sheet Filling Approach’ of understanding 

the concept point by point. 

The three key vision areas pivoting the whole project are: Digital 

Infrastructure as a Utility to Every Citizen, Governance and Services 

on Demand, Digital Empowerment of Citizens. The first Vision area 

suggests that the project is expected to provide a Digital infrastructure 

within a reach of every citizen, whether rural or urban, for their bene-

fit. High speed internet, unique digital identity, and sharable private 

cloud space, these all and a lot more come under this. If we think 

about it, this vision has a lot to offer. Internet within the reach of eve-

ry one brings us all to the same platform. Here we can share our 

knowledge spread our ideas and do our bit to serve the nation. A safe 

and secure digital infrastructure has numerous boons. Online busi-

ness, huge virtual storage space for private data, financial space on 

mobile and what not. If properly followed, this vision area will pro-

vide a digital bonanza to every Indian. Let now talk about the next 

vision area, i.e. Governance and Services on Demand. Applying for 

Passport, PAN Card, making railway reservations etc. are some of the 

activities we can avail through internet. In fact, some government 

services are provided on our mobile phones too. This is the key con-

cept of this vision area. Providing real time governance services 

whenever required by just few mouse clicks is what Digital India 

project envisions. This not only eases the life of a common citizen but 

also lets the government to provide transparency in their work. This 

brings us to the last and probably most important vision, Digital Em-

powerment of Citizens. In simpler words, this vision implies to pro-

vide the power to the common citizen so that he can play his role in 

the progress of the nation. Providing digital resources to the citizens 

in their regional languages, spreading digital literacy so that even a 

guy sitting in the most remote village in India can make most of his 

internet and mobile, this is what the whole Digital India concept is 

about. Now, having said this, it is not difficult to figure out our re-

sponsibility as engineers in this project. In fact, India cannot be digi-

tally strengthened without the knowledge, vision and dedication of 

the vast cluster of engineers it has. Be it the knowledge of electronics 

and communication to provide connectivity to the most far off places 

or the knowledge of infrastructure to establish the physical network 

safe and working in all climatic and natural conditions, or the under-

standing of web services to provide easy to use services to the citi-

zens, an engineer is required at every point. So conclusively, the Digi-

tal India project is a loud call for us to bring our wits and knowledge 

together and serve our nation. It is only when we will work together, 

we can make our motherland reach the height it deserves to be at and 

bring back the glory of the ‘Vishwa Guru’ . 

MOBILE GAMES 
Addicted to mobile gaming? You are not alone. The smart phones are taking 

over the planet, and we love it! The world of gaming on mobile devices is 

evergreen. Mobile games are developed using platforms and technologies such 

as Windows Mobile, Palm OS, Symbian, Adobe Flash Lite, NTT DoCoMo's 

DoJa, Sun's Java ME, Qualcomm's BREW, WIPI, Apple iOS, Windows Phone 

8 or Google Android. Among all, Java is the most common platform for mo-

bile games, however its performance limits lead to the adoption of various 

native binary formats for more sophisticated games. Unity 3D is rapidly be-

coming a trendy technology to develop mobile games. The first game on a 

mobile phone was a Tetris game on the Hagenuk MT-2000 device from 1994. 

Three years later Nokia launched the very successful Snake, starting in De-

cember 1997. A variant of the Snake game for the Nokia 6110, using the infra-

red port, was also the first two-player game for mobile phones. Multiplayer 

functionality is achieved through Infrared, Bluetooth, GPRS, 3G, Wi-Fi, AI, 

MMS, or Wireless LAN connection. Now mobile developers can upload appli-

cations and games directly to the App Store without the typically lengthy ne-

gotiations with publishers and operators, which increased their revenue share 

and made mobile game development more profitable. The initial version of 

Angry Birds developed by Rovio Entertainment, for example, was released on 

iOS in December 2009. Aside from being one of the most addictive games 

ever made. Around the world, the Angry Birds machine has rolled out the 

likes of Angry Birds soda drinks, special hot wheel track and cars, and even an 

official logo for the 2012 Ice Hockey World Championships. Since their first 

flight in 2009, the Angry Birds phenomenon has already exploded the world 

over. Late 2012 saw the release of the spin-off Bad Piggies. Unlike the fling-

ing antics of the birds, Bad Piggies needs the player to build a device to get the 

pigs from A to B. Will it be another massive hit? Let's just say it went to the 

number one spot in 3 hours after its release. And they are also the geniuses 

behind Jetpack Joyride. The well-respected magazine Time loves the fruity 

game, too, and in 2011, they praised it by naming it as one of the 50 best iPh-

one Apps. Candy Crush, isn't it the sweetest game ever? Candy Crush Saga 

had over ten million downloads in December 2012 alone. In November 2013, 

the game had been installed 500 million times across Facebook and iOS and 

Android devices. Candy Crush Saga is the world's most downloaded game. It 

received particular mention in Hong Kong media, with reports that one in 

seven Hong Kong citizens plays the game. The game is also featured in Psy's 

music video "Gentleman".  Playing mobile games on regular basis like Sub-

way Surfers, Despicable Me, Clash of Clans, Temple Run, Words With 

Friends, Happy Farm etc. are now a part of everyone's life. Mobile gamers 

said they frequently play games as a distraction from daily life issues, to relax, 

to relieve stress and improve their mood — even if it’s during the 

middle of their work day. 

Mukesh 

Agrawal 

III-A 

Vimla 

III-B 
Shubhi Saxena 

III-B 

STUDENT CORNER 

SAVE WATER                                               SAVE TREES                                    SAVE ENERGY  


